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Purpose of First’s Physical Premises 

 

The primary use of First’s physical premises is to serve the needs of the members of First Unitarian 
Congregation of Toronto (“First”).  When space is available and it suits the purpose of the congregation, 

the premises may be made available to external renters, members and friends, and other not-for-profit 

organizations for the following reasons: 

- to support activities of members of the congregation  

- to serve the broader community 

- to contribute revenue for the congregation’s financial well-being 

 

Definitions 

 

A “rental” is the paid use of First’s premises by an individual or organization which is not a part of First 
or which is not using the premises for a purpose which is part of First’s operations.  Thus, a member of 

First may be considered a renter if the activity for which they want space is not a First-sponsored 

activity.   

 

A “room booking” is an arrangement made for use of the premises, without payment, by an individual or 
group carrying out a First-sponsored activity.   

 

 

1.  Principles  

 

In keeping with our principles of the inherent worth and dignity of every person and the free and 

responsible search for truth and meaning, First’s policy toward rentals and room bookings is permissive 

rather than restrictive.  Nonetheless, rentals and room bookings will be declined if: 

- they involve activities that are illegal, dangerous or deemed by the Executive Committee to be in 

conflict with UU principles, policies, or causes supported by First, or if they are requested by 

individuals understood to be involved in such activities elsewhere.    

- they involve partisan political activity (per CRA’s restrictions for not-for-profits) 

 

 

2.  Roles and Responsibilities for Rentals and Room Bookings 

 

2.1 The Director of Administration (“DA”) is responsible for administering Rental and Room Booking 
policies on a day-to-day basis.   

2.2 The DA will review and set rental rates and associated fees annually and recommend them for 

approval by the Executive Committee (“Exec”).   
2.3 The DA will inform the Exec of any material rental and room booking issues or disputes and the Exec 

will assist the DA in resolving same if necessary.   

2.4 The DA will monitor suitability and operational impact of long-term rentals with input from the Exec.  

The Exec may consult with the Board in situations where a rental decision is considered contentious.   
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3. Scheduling  

 

3.1 Rentals and room bookings are confirmed on a first-come, first-served basis, with discretion granted 

to the DA to manage multiple requests in the best interests of First.   

3.2 The DA will decline rentals which would interfere in a significant way with the ability of First to host 

its own ongoing and sponsored activities.   

3.3 The DA will decline Saturday rentals and Sunday rentals and room bookings which would interfere 

with the smooth operation of First’s activities on the Sunday.  
3.4 In exceptional circumstances, the Exec has the authority to cancel a rental or room booking in order 

to protect a priority of First.  Reasonable attempts will be made in these cases to provide advance 

notice and to accommodate the needs of the users in another way if possible.  

 

 

4. Rental Rates, Fees, Discounts and Waivers  

 

4.1 Rates and fees should be set competitively with those of similar facilities in the area. Rental revenue 

is a significant and essential component of First’s financial plan.   
4.2 Discounted rates and fee waivers are available, at the discretion of the Exec, balancing the 

congregation’s need for revenue with the congregation’s mission.  This discretion applies to:   
- Registered charities and not-for-profits 

- External groups seeking space for activities which support or align with a cause that would have 

a reasonable amount of support from the congregation and does not conflict with rental 

principles, as assessed by the Exec 

4.3 Renters will be charged a fee for the cost to repair any damages caused by their use of the premises.  

Renters who appear to have behaved irresponsibly, or who fail to pay for damages they caused, may 

be denied future use of First’s premises.   
 

 

5.  Rental and Room Booking Requirements  

 

5.1 Rental Agreement - The DA will ensure all renters sign a Rental Agreement.   

5.2 Insurance Coverage - All renters, including members of First who are renting for personal use, must 

provide proof of cross-liability coverage prior to using space at First.  Proof of liability coverage is not 

required for Board-sanctioned activities or for services performed by Lay Chaplains (as these are 

covered by First’s own insurance.)  
5.3 Alcohol - All rental events and room bookings where alcohol will be served must meet Ontario 

legislated requirements.   

- Members and friends organizing First-sponsored events where alcohol will be served must 

obtain a Special Occasion Permit from the Liquor License Board 

- Renters must provide First with proof that they possess a Special Occasion Permit and Party 

Alcohol Liability insurance.   

  

 

 


